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28The rotator cuff consists of several tendons and muscles that provide stability and force transmission in
29the shoulder joint. Whereas most rotator cuff tears are amenable to suture repair, the overall success rate
30of repair is low, and massive tears are prone to re-tear. Extracellular matrix (ECM) patches are used to aug-
31ment suture repair, but they have limitations. Tissue-engineered approaches provide a promising solution
32for massive rotator cuff tears. Previous studies have shown that, compared to nonaligned scaffolds, aligned
33electrospun polymer scaffolds exhibit greater anisotropy and exert a greater tenogenic effect.
34Nevertheless, achieving rapid cell infiltration through the full thickness of the scaffold is challenging,
35and scaling to a translationally relevant size may be difficult. Our goal was to evaluate whether a novel
36method of alignment, combining a multilayered electrospinning technique with a hybrid of several elec-
37trospinning alignment techniques, would permit cell infiltration and collagen deposition through the
38thickness of poly(e-caprolactone) scaffolds following seeding with human adipose-derived stem cells.
39Furthermore, we evaluated whether multilayered aligned scaffolds enhanced collagen alignment,
40tendon-related gene expression, and mechanical properties compared to multilayered nonaligned scaf-
41folds. Both aligned and nonaligned multilayered scaffolds demonstrated cell infiltration and ECM deposi-
42tion through the full thickness of the scaffold after only 28 days of culture. Aligned scaffolds displayed
43significantly increased expression of tenomodulin compared to nonaligned scaffolds and exhibited aligned
44collagen fibrils throughout the full thickness, the presence of which may account for the increased yield
45stress and Young’s modulus of cell-seeded aligned scaffolds along the axis of fiber alignment.
46
47Statement of Significance
48
49Rotator cuff tears are an important clinical problem in the shoulder, with over 300,000 surgical repairs per-
50formed annually. Re-tear rates may be high, and current methods used to augment surgical repair have
51limited evidence to support their clinical use due to inadequate initial mechanical properties and slow cel-
52lular infiltration. Tissue engineering approaches such as electrospinning have shown similar challenges in
53previous studies. In this study, a novel technique to align electrospun fibers while using a multilayered
54approach demonstrated increased mechanical properties and development of aligned collagen through
55the full thickness of the scaffolds compared to nonaligned multilayered scaffolds, and both types of scaf-
56folds demonstrated rapid cell infiltration through the full thickness of the scaffold.
57� 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
58

59

6061 1. Introduction

62 The prevalence of rotator cuff tears increases with age to >50%
63 in individuals over the age of 60 [1,2]. Currently, over 300,000

64surgeries are performed annually in the United States to repair
65rotator cuff tears [3], and this number is likely to rise with the pro-
66jected increase in elderly populations [4]. Re-tear rates are high,
67especially with increasing tear size [5,6], and massive rotator cuff
68tears may not be amenable to traditional suture repair [7]. In this
69regard, tissue engineering approaches to enhance or augment tra-
70ditional suture rotator cuff repair could have significant clinical
71impact. Extracellular matrix (ECM) patches have been used to aug-
72ment repair but generally have inadequate mechanical properties
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73 [8], and slow cell infiltration prevents rapid integration of many
74 commercially available ECM patches [9,10].
75 Therefore, there is a need for tissue-engineered approaches that
76 both stimulate rapid tendon healing and provide adequate
77 mechanical augmentation for the rotator cuff [11]. Electrospun
78 scaffolds have shown significant potential in this regard [12–15],
79 but do not yet provide adequate mechanical properties. A further
80 challenge has been achieving cell infiltration through the full thick-
81 ness of the scaffold [16,17]. Various methods to improve porosity
82 of the electrospun scaffold have been evaluated [16,18–22]. To
83 address this need specifically for rotator cuff tendon tissue engi-
84 neering, we have recently modified a multilayered electrospinning
85 technique [22] to achieve rapid infiltration of human
86 adipose-derived stem cell (hASC) and tenogenic ECM synthesis
87 through the full thickness of randomly multilayered electrospun
88 scaffolds [23]. However, several recent studies indicate that, com-
89 pared with nonaligned or randomly oriented fibers, aligned nano-
90 fibers can enhance tenogenesis [12,24,25]. Furthermore, such fiber
91 alignment creates mechanical anisotropy that more closely mimics
92 tendon mechanical properties. Electrospun fiber alignment can be
93 achieved through the use of a rotating disk [26–28], rotating man-
94 drel [29–31], patterned electrodes [32,33], air-gap techniques
95 [34,35], patterned insulators [36], or ceramic magnets [37–39].
96 However, as with nonaligned scaffolds, achieving cell infiltration
97 can be problematic when using rotating mandrel techniques,
98 unless sacrificial fibers are simultaneously co-spun [16,40].
99 Air-gap techniques are typically limited by short lengths of fiber

100 alignment (�1 cm) [41] or by decreasing alignment with increas-
101 ing duration of electrospinning [35]. Multilayered aligned scaffolds
102 (produced by stacking aligned layers on top of each other) across
103 short lengths of fiber alignment have previously been reported to
104 control the hierarchical structure within the scaffold [36,42], and
105 thus may be advantageous for the development of scaffolds for
106 rotator cuff tendon tissue engineering [24,25]. The objectives of
107 this study were to (1) to develop a novel multilayered electrospin-
108 ning technique that allows for prescribed alignment of each layer
109 in a clinically relevant patch size, and (2) to evaluate the ability
110 of these aligned scaffolds to induce complete cellular infiltration,
111 tenogenic ECM formation, and development of tensile mechanical
112 properties by hASCs compared to nonaligned multilayered
113 scaffolds.

114 2. Materials and methods

115 2.1. Aligned multilayered electrospun scaffolds

116 Poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) (Mn = 80,000) (Sigma–Aldrich, St.
117 Louis, MO) was dissolved at 100 mg/mL in 7:3 dichlorometha-
118 ne:ethanol for 24 h before use. Individual alignment methods
119 (ceramic magnets, air-gap, patterned insulators, parallel copper
120 electrodes) amenable to formation of multilayered square or rect-
121 angular patch scaffolds were first screened for their ability to
122 induce aligned fiber formation over air-gaps of 5–8 cm, a size rel-
123 evant for future clinical use. Each method of alignment was
124 screened systematically using a range of polymer flow rates, volt-
125 ages, needle sizes, needle-ground distance, and spinning times to
126 most closely match fibers obtained using nonaligned techniques
127 (see Section 2.2). As has been previously reported [32–34,36–39],
128 each individual method was able to induce fiber alignment over
129 a short (1–3 cm) air-gap, but as the size of the air-gap was
130 increased, alignment was lost or was evident for progressively
131 shorter periods of time before deposition of fibers occurred else-
132 where (Fig. S1). However, when individual alignment methods
133 were combined to include ceramic magnets and parallel copper
134 electrodes outside of a rectangular rubber-coated reservoir

135containing distilled water (volume dependent on ambient temper-
136ature and humidity), robust aligned layers were obtained for up to
1375 min of electrospinning across an air-gap of 10 cm. Therefore, the
138final electrospinning apparatus used (Fig. 1) was a rectangular,
139rubber-coated reservoir (10 cm wide � 15 cm long) containing dis-
140tilled water, with grounded 6-cm wide parallel copper electrodes
141immediately outside the reservoir centered at the midpoint of
142the reservoir length and immediately surrounded by ceramic mag-
143nets (2.5 cm � 7 cm � 14.5 cm) oriented to attract each other. The
144following electrospinning parameters were used: 21 G needle fit-
145ted with a round wire mesh focusing cage (3 cm diameter, needle
146tip protruding 4 mm from bottom of cage), 5 mL/h, 16 kV, and a
14713.5 cm needle-to-ground distance. Aligned layers were collected
148sequentially from the surface of the saline bath every 3 min onto
149a 5 cm � 7.5 cm glass slide, for a total of 140 layers (approximately
1501 mm thick).

1512.2. Nonaligned multilayered scaffolds

152Nonaligned multilayered scaffolds were prepared by electro-
153spinning into a grounded saline bath (1.25 g/L NaCl in distilled
154water) using the apparatus previously described (Fig. 1) [23]. PCL
155was electrospun using the following parameters: 25 G needle fitted
156with a round wire mesh focusing cage (3 cm diameter, needle tip
157protruding 4 mm from the bottom of the cage), 2.5 mL/h, 17 kV,
158and a 17 cm needle-to-ground distance. Nonaligned layers were
159collected sequentially from the surface of the saline bath every
1602 min using a 5 cm � 7.5 cm glass slide, for a total of 70 layers
161(approximately 1 mm thick). Parameters were selected to obtain
162similar scaffold thickness and fiber diameters between aligned
163and nonaligned scaffolds (Section 3). For all scaffolds produced, rel-
164ative humidity was 20–40%, and ambient temperature ranged from
16518 �C to 25 �C. Each scaffold was allowed to dry at room tempera-
166ture and then stored at room temperature protected from light
167until use.

1682.3. Fiber diameter analysis

169Three 0.5 cm � 1 cm strips were cut from each scaffold (center
170and two orthogonal edges), sterilized (see Section 2.4), critical
171point dried in CO2, and then sputter coated with gold. Each sample
172was viewed with a Philips 501 scanning electron microscope. Three
173representative images were taken of each sample, and the diame-
174ter of 100–150 fibers for each type of scaffold was measured in
175ImageJ (NIH, USA).

1762.4. Cell seeding and culture

177Scaffolds were cut into individual 0.5 cm � 1 cm strips with
178long axis parallel to the expected direction of fiber alignment
179and sutured to a Teflon ring to maintain shape and suspension in
180media. Scaffolds to be used for mechanical testing were cut into
181dog-bone shapes in directions parallel and perpendicular to the
182direction of expected alignment, and similarly for nonaligned scaf-
183folds. Each scaffold was rehydrated and sterilized in a graded series
184of ethanol baths to improve seeding before a final 30-min rinse in
185phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.4. Both sides of each scaf-
186fold were sterilized under ultraviolet light for 10 min and
187pre-wetted with PBS before cell seeding. We isolated hASCs by col-
188lagenase digestion of lipoaspirate surgical waste from five
189de-identified female donors (age 36–59, body mass index 19.6–
19033.1) with approval of the Duke University Institutional Review
191Board and used the cells at passage 4 [23,43]. Cells were seeded
192at a density of 1 � 106 hASCs/cm2 for quantitative real-time
193reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) and 0
194or 0.5 � 106 hASCs/cm2 for all other assays. Half of the cells were
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